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LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY 
 

SCHOOL OF SPORT, EXERCISE AND HEALTH SCIENCES 
 

BIOSCIENCES GRADUATE CASE STUDIES 
 

We contacted recent graduates through our Loughborough University Biosciences 
LinkedIn network in summer 2020. We asked for people willing to be featured in case 
students to help applicants and current students get ideas of the possibilities available 
after graduation. 

 

We asked them the following questions and have put together their responses. 

• What course did you study at Loughborough University, and in which year did 

you graduate? 

• Which company/organisation do you work for, and what is your job title? 

• What does your current job entail? 

• How did you decide upon the area that you wished to work in? 

• How have the skills developed during your degree helped you in this role? 

• What support/teaching in particular have helped you in your career to date? 

• Did you go on a placement while at University. If so where and in what role? 

• How have the skills and knowledge you developed on placement helped you in 

your career to date? 

• What were the highlights of your time at Loughborough outside of your 

course/placement? 

 

We are extremely grateful to all the graduates who gave up their time to do this. 

N.B. as the first Biological Sciences students graduate in 2021, all these case studies 
feature Human Biology graduates. 
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EMILY ALDERSON  
BSc Human Biology 2019 

 

CURRENT JOB 
Trainee Vascular Scientist,  
Cambridge University Hospitals NHS Trust.  

Training to become a qualified vascular scientist; 
completing a Masters degree in clinical science 
whilst also undertaking work based training on 
how to carry out ultrasound scans of arteries and 
veins and write reports of findings for consultants 
to decide each patient’s course of action.  

WHY THIS AREA? 
As I had really enjoyed my human biology degree, especially the Anatomy and 
Physiology elements, I decided to look for graduate schemes that would allow me to 
use my degree. I came across the NHS Scientist Training Programme (STP) which 
offers training in a wide range of different specialisms. I decided I would like to train in 
a physiological science, as this was the area I had most enjoyed during my time at 
Loughborough University. I therefore researched each of the physiological science 
specialisms to see what they entailed and came to a decision on which best suited my 
interests; I applied for both Cardiac Science and Vascular Science specialisms and I 
was successful in obtaining a place for Vascular Science.  

HOW HAS YOUR DEGREE HELPED? 
From a direct teaching perspective; anatomy and physiology, exercise physiology and 
human ageing modules have been particularly useful for the background knowledge 
required to carry out my job. Group coursework projects were helpful in developing 
interpersonal skills that I now require when speaking with patients/colleagues. 
Furthermore, practical lab classes in which we learnt how to use different 
measurement technology and write lab reports have been particularly helpful when 
learning how to use and interpret scanning equipment and report findings.  

DID YOU DO A PLACEMENT? 
No. 

LOUGHBOROUGH HIGHLIGHTS OUTSIDE COURSE 
My highlights at Loughborough outside of my course were training and competing at 
an international level in triathlon and also meeting other likeminded athletes from a 
variety of different sports.  
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MELL BIRKETT 
BSc Human Biology 2016 

 

CURRENT JOB 
Project Manager, Ministry of Defence 

I currently work in the IT department of the MOD, delivering corporate IT and telephony 
services across MOD, for approx 200,000 users overseas and in the UK.  

WHY THIS AREA? 
I thoroughly loved the planning and delivery of my dissertation, so I knew that project 
management was something I wanted to pursue.  

HOW HAS YOUR DEGREE HELPED? 
My scientific background had resulted in having a very methodological approach to 
problems, so I don’t let tasks at work phase me, I break them down into manageable 
tasks.  

Regular report writing throughout my degree has helped with senior level briefings and 
project planning documentation, among other things.  

The careers service at university helped greatly, they provided excellent advice and 
support with applications, assessment centres and interview practice.  

DID YOU DO A PLACEMENT? 
No. 

LOUGHBOROUGH HIGHLIGHTS OUTSIDE COURSE 
I worked behind the bar at the Student Union, it was a very fun job and gave me 
the opportunity to mingle with people outside of my halls and course. The sport at 
Loughborough is amazing and they have the best facilities, I was lucky enough to be 
part of the AU Swimming Team, but also loved using the gym and other facilities 
casually with friends.  
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ALICE COULSON  
BSc Human Biology 2014 

 

CURRENT JOB 
Trainee genetic counsellor 
Guy's and St Thomas NHS Foundation Trust in London 
I am on the NHS Scientist Training Programme (STP) to become a qualified genetic 
counsellor. Genetic counselling is a really exciting role combining scientific and 
communication/counselling skills to support patients through the process of 
understanding their diagnoses or family histories of genetic conditions.  We use 
genetic information to arrange appropriate care and we are also trained in counselling 
skills to provide psychosocial support as facing genetic information can be emotional 
or challenging for patients. 

WHY THIS AREA? 
I particularly enjoyed modules in genetics and psychology during the Human Biology 
course and I was always fascinated by the causes of different disorders and diseases. 
I also had an interest in psychology. These interests combined lead me to complete 
an MSc in Genes, Environment and Development in Psychology and Psychiatry at 
King's College London. I then worked as a research worker in psychiatric genetics and 
really enjoyed meeting patients so decided that clinical work would suit my scientific 
and communication interests. 

HOW HAS YOUR DEGREE HELPED? 
I think a key "skill" that was instilled in me at Loughborough was curiosity and the 
ability to think critically about science and the wider ethical and social issues. I am able 
to use the core genetics knowledge and  practical skills (such as statistics) from 
modules I completed at Loughborough to understand genetic testing reports, offer 
appropriate care to my patients and keep updated on the newest evidence. 
All the staff I met were passionate about what they did and it made me feel confident 
to explore my interests. I also had a great experience working on my dissertation which 
was in a subject area I was really interested in. The course also gave me a good 
foundation in aspects of biology that I come across in my day-to-day role and practical 
research skills which I have used to publish my own research. 

DID YOU DO A PLACEMENT? 
No. 

LOUGHBOROUGH HIGHLIGHTS OUTSIDE COURSE 
I was in LSU Sing and in my last year I was on committee. I loved rehearsing, 
performing and the socials! We also raised money for a local school for children with 
special educational needs which was really exciting. Loughborough was a really fun 
place to be a student, I loved the campus spirit and I made friends for life. 
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SOPHIE EDWARDS  
BSc Human Biology 2019 

 

CURRENT JOB 
Public Health MSc, University of Bristol  

Masters, however I hope to work for Public 
Health England upon graduation in health 
promotion or as an epidemiologist. 

WHY THIS AREA? 

I've always been interested really interested in population health, policy and 
maximising health resources. I secured a placement with Merck (a global 
pharmaceutical company) and worked as a marketing intern on the vaccine portfolio. 
Here I learnt about commercial and corporate health, vaccines and was exposed to 
policy. During my undergraduate course we learnt a lot about health interventions to 
reduce NHS costs and promote health. My experience from my course and placement 
exposed me to the opportunities in public health and I decided to do a masters.  

HOW HAS YOUR DEGREE HELPED? 

Very much so! I had a great foundation to health interventions to reduce obesity, CVD 
and other common diseases and issues that public health practitioners face. A lot of 
theory behind interventions and life course epidemiology have come up in my masters 
and I have felt like I've had a really solid foundation for my masters and career.  

The careers talk we had in final year was really useful to highlight the roles available 
to us as a Human Biology graduate. Using SPSS in my undergraduate for coursework 
was really useful as SPSS is used to analyse data in real world/in industry and my 
masters so it’s great to have the skills to utilise the software and analyse population 
health data.  

DID YOU DO A PLACEMENT? 

I worked for Merck/MSD (Pharmaceutical company) as a marketing intern within the 
livestock health portfolio. The skills and experience I gained during my placement year 
have been invaluable! My year in industry is an excellent talking point for interviews 
and showcases my experiences and competencies. I learnt a lot about healthcare, the 
pharmaceutical industry, animal to human disease transmission and vaccines which 
is transferrable to any health career. 

LOUGHBOROUGH HIGHLIGHTS OUTSIDE COURSE 

I had an amazing time here and met amazing friends. My highlights include nights out 
at the union, playing lacrosse, going for drinks in town and watching sunsets at Beacon 
Hill. 
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WILL HARVEY  
BSc Human Biology 2017 

 

CURRENT JOB 
Teacher of Biology, Reigate Grammar School which is 
a private grammar School in Surrey.  

The main part of my job is to teach Biology. As a teacher it is very desirable if you can 
teach more than one subject and being a scientist I also teach lower school science 
(years 7 and 8/1st and 2nd form) which involves teaching all three sciences (physics, 
chemistry and biology). I also teach GCSE and A-Level biology. I am also a 6th form 
tutor, most teachers become a tutor.  

One of the main reasons why I became a teacher at a private school is the ability to 
coach sport. Private schools offer so much (sport, CCF, D of E and many more 
activities) and therefore the Schools like you to deliver something outside of teaching. 
I have coaching badges for rugby and cricket and take a team for both of these 
seasons as well as coaching my year group once during the week in the games 
sessions. I have also had the opportunity to coach hockey which I have never played 
or coached before but was given training for and now I coach the U13 C team.   

WHY THIS AREA? 
I had always thought about teaching as a career and had been told by multiple people 
that I would be a good teacher through my coaching of younger children in cricket. I 
did a placement year between my second and third year at Loughborough which was 
at a School linked with Loughborough. Here I mainly coached sport but once they 
knew I had teaching in mind as a possible job they allowed me to help out during 
lessons in Biology and PE, it was here that I knew I wanted to become a teacher.  

HOW HAS YOUR DEGREE HELPED? 
As well as knowledge which I had learnt during my course, the wide variety of modules 
has definitely helped in my teaching, mainly to keep students engaged by teaching 
content I have learnt at Loughborough that is not in the specification I need to teach 
them but something that is related to the content and something that I knew they would 
find interesting. I was a student ambassador for my course at Loughborough for all 3 
years of my course, this helped with my confidence and ability to speak clearly which 
has greatly helped me in my teaching career.   

The support given from my dissertation tutor has enabled me to realise the support 
and care to give to those students that you are close to, which in my case is all of my 
students but in particular my tutees and 6th form students. Also, certain teaching 
techniques and the relaxed style of teaching from lecturers at Loughborough has 
definitely helped me mould my teaching style.   

DID YOU DO A PLACEMENT? 
Yes I did. I went on placement between my second and third year. I found my 
placement on the extensive careers network for placement students at Loughborough. 
I went to Mount St Mary’s College for my placement to be a sports coach and boarding 
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assistant. However as soon as the College found out I wanted to become a teacher, I 
had more roles almost as a teaching assistant, still with a lot of sporting commitments. 
I would strongly recommend this placement or any of this type if you want to go into 
teaching.  

In a school environment you quickly pick up how you need to be around students. This 
is something I was nervous about and inexperienced with, however seeing 
experienced teachers interact with different types of students allowed me to learn so 
much and put this into my practice. This has been noted in several job interviews I 
went to, in that I seemed a lot more experienced than my age suggested and this was 
down to being in a School setting as early as I could have.   

LOUGHBOROUGH HIGHLIGHTS OUTSIDE COURSE 
I loved every minute of my time at Loughborough, from being involved with my halls, 
to playing sport at AU and being involved with my course as much as possible such 
as being a student ambassador. If I can give any prospective Loughborough student 
advice it would be to get involved in as much as possible with everything the university 
has on offer (which is extensive), it truly is a once in a lifetime experience.   
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DR NICOLA HAWLEY 
BSc Human Biology 2005, PhD 2009 

 

CURRENT JOB 
Associate Professor in Epidemiology (Chronic 
Diseases) at Yale University (USA). 

My current role, like many university researchers, involves a combination of research, 
teaching, and service to the university (participating in committees and advising 
students).  

The School of Public Health at Yale is one of the leading research institutions in the US, so I 
spend the majority of my time on research. I lead a program of global health research that 
focuses on how chronic diseases (obesity, diabetes, hypertension) impact maternal and child 
health, so I spend a lot of time traveling among major research sites which are in the Pacific 
Islands. 

WHY THIS AREA? 
I vividly remember Noel Cameron's Human Growth and Development course, which 
was one of the core undergraduate Human Biology classes, being the turning point for 
me in terms of my career.  

I had been searching for a way to use my interest in health without pursuing clinical 
medicine, and that class - and Prof. Cameron's own career - taught me that there was 
a place for human biology-focused research in driving clinical decision making. That 
led to my focus on public health, and the rest is history.  

HOW HAS YOUR DEGREE HELPED? 
As an undergraduate I learned the importance of thinking critically, how to evaluate 
and synthesize evidence, and how to communicate experimental findings. I use those 
core skills every day and try and teach my students in a similar way.  

The lecturers that I worked closely with at Loughborough have been my role models. 
I'm lucky that now I get to call some of them my colleagues and collaborators! 

DID YOU DO A PLACEMENT? 

n/a 

LOUGHBOROUGH HIGHLIGHTS OUTSIDE COURSE 
My decision to study at Loughborough was actually driven by its sporting reputation. I 
played volleyball - sometimes every day - throughout my entire undergraduate and 
postgraduate career. Highlights outside of the classroom have to be some of the 
trophies we lifted in major national competitions and the sheer joy of being part of a 
wider team of athletes who were taking home the BUCS honours year after year! 

. 
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JOE HEARNSHAW  
BSc Human Biology 2018 

 

CURRENT JOB 
Research Scientist and Bioinformatics Software 
Engineer, Rothamsted Research. 
 
My job entails a lot of computational biology research (plants and biomed), creating 
computational tools for biologists and organisations, web-development, software 
engineering, and analysing data – I use a lot of Python, Java, and JavaScript. 

Note on this one – I actually have 2 jobs – my core one is the above, my second one 
is a clinical researcher at a health clinic that I work part time, I conduct and manage 
their clinical studies, analysing results. I’ve also been working on making some bio 
tools for coronavirus with my 1st job & also conducting a coronavirus clinical trial with 
my 2nd job. 

WHY THIS AREA? 
I found out bioinformatics is a great way to really automate data analysis during my 
placement year and wanted to learn more. Plus, I’ve always loved computer science 
and biology, so combining them was a no brainer to me. 
The biological knowledge, research skills, and statistics skills I gained on my degree 
have been absolutely vital to my masters and my current job.  

HOW HAS YOUR DEGREE HELPED? 
I think that all of our high quality independent and group research tasks in our lab 
environments really helped hone in all my core biology and general teamworking skills 
and knowledge that’ve helped shape me into the bioinformatician I am today.  

DID YOU DO A PLACEMENT? 
Yes I did; I worked at Loughborough University for my placement as a Research 
Assistant in the Translation Chemistry Biology Research Group. 
Performing research in a group and learning how to perform clinical research (in the 
NCSEM) has been incredibly useful in teaching me what to think about when I am 
making new biological tools, or updating them. This ensures biologists get the most 
relevant software, tools, or updates, for their work. 

OTHER TRAINING 
I did my MSc at Cranfield University in Applied Bioinformatics. Our course was really 
focused more on the computer science side of things because a lot of biologists go 
into it to learn the coding, whereas other universities do more of the biology to teach 
computer scientists.  
My modules were simply introductions to coding in different languages for a week, i.e. 
coding in R for statistics or Perl for general use, and then we’d do a biology related 
coursework project on them (we get 5 days to do it – it was super intense and frankly 
very difficult at first!) i.e. building a protein-protein interaction network, making a 
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software suite for visualising genomes, statistical analysis and machine learning of 
GC-MS datasets, so on and so on. 
We then did a group project. I focused on developing a tool for quickly looking at 
variant differences when genomes are updated – this required so much of the genetics 
knowledge I gained at Loughborough, on the course, to really come into play – as well 
as a strong work ethic to be able to learn a new programming language at the same 
time. Finally, I then did my MSc thesis which is pretty much the work I do now, but was 
far more Human focused. I’ve actually built on that to do the COVID19 work I’ve 
finished now. 
So to summarise, my MSc gave me a new set of skills in computer science (coding, 
advanced statistics, user experience design, discrete mathematics) which let me 
combine my biology/biochem/genetics/physiology knowledge and skillsets together 
with it. What I found was that practice really made my coding & mathematics much 
better, too – I do think anyone can learn it too (with enough time) and I absolutely 
recommend the MSc I did for any Human Biology finalist.  

LOUGHBOROUGH HIGHLIGHTS OUTSIDE COURSE 
I’ve made some great friends at Loughborough who I’m still in touch with. I also 
probably spent half my time at powerbase, which was an amazing gym to work out at 
and the powerlifting community were great there! 
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JASMIN KUONEN  
BSc Human Biology 2018 

CURRENT JOB 
Scientist in Cell Culture Process Development at 
Lonza, a pharmaceutical company in Switzerland.  

I am currently on a training assignment back in the UK for 10 months, before I go back 
to Switzerland.  

WHY THIS AREA? 
After finishing my undergraduate at Loughborough and my MSc at Nottingham 
University I decided I wanted to get some experience in the industry before considering 
a potential PhD. As Lonza, a pharmaceutical company that is located in the area of 
Switzerland I grew up in, was expanding to biological manufacturing I decided to apply 
there and secured a position in the Process Development Team.  

HOW HAS YOUR DEGREE HELPED? 
My Degree at Loughborough University has helped me in many ways, first of all 
Loughborough University and my lecturers/ tutors have inspired me to love science. 
The course allowed me to acquire extensive practical laboratory experience, to think 
critically, to write high quality scientific reports and to expand my knowledge in 
statistical analyses. The laboratory classes alongside writing reports, my summer 
research project at the university and the final year project particularly helped. To start 
off with, the laboratory classes, which were carried out alongside the lectures were of 
great interest to me, they allowed me to apply the theory we learned in lectures in a 
practical way. After this, some of the most valuable parts of my time studying at 
Loughborough University were the two research projects I carried out there. First of all 
I had the opportunity to do a lab based summer research project in the genetics 
department of the University, after securing a student grant from the society for the 
study of human biology with the help of my lecturers. Further, my final year project, 
which was also lab based, allowed me to acquire a great set of skills and combine 
everything I learned over the years, from planning and setting up an experiment, to 
analysing large amounts of data, to writing the report. I believe opportunities like this 
paved my way towards my MSc in Cancer Immunology and Biotechnology, where I 
graduated top of the class and ultimately lead me to getting a job offer at Lonza, the 
biopharmaceutical company I currently work for.  

DID YOU DO A PLACEMENT? 
I didn't do a placement.  

LOUGHBOROUGH HIGHLIGHTS OUTSIDE COURSE 
There is many highlights of my time at Loughborough, from making friends for life, 
learning to be independent by living abroad, running a marathon whilst raising money 
for charity, having state of the art sports facilities to working in an amazing student job 
at the students union as a trips chaperone assistant for two years. I truly believe 
Loughborough doesn't just provide you with top end education but also is a place with 
a huge range of extracurricular activities.  
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DR BETHAN HUSSEY  
BSc Human Biology 2014, PhD 2019 

CURRENT JOB 
Research Administrator for the Cellular Genetics 
Programme at the Wellcome Sanger Institute. 

My role covers the management of research funding 
applications, financial planning and policy compliance for 
the head of our Research Programme Dr Sarah 
Teichmann. I work closely with Dr Teichmann, our Head of 
Operations and other Faculty members to ensure that the 
research projects have all the operational support for the large scale research that we 
complete at Sanger. I have recently been involved in the implementation of COVID-19 
research within the programme. 

WHY THIS AREA? 
I then went on to complete doctoral research investigating the Interaction between 
omega-3 fatty acids and cytokine gene DNA methylation (graduating in 2019). 

During my doctoral studies I particularly enjoyed the organisation and operational 
aspects of the research, this included the budgeting, planning, feasibility assessments 
and ethical requirements. I was fortunate that while looking for my next career move 
this role was advertised and described everything that I loved doing with the additional 
benefit of working closely with the scientists and still being involved in the research. 

HOW HAS YOUR DEGREE HELPED? 
My degree taught me the importance of diligent and timely work, particularly useful in 
my current role. In addition I had many opportunities to work in teams and closely with 
lecturers, developing both by communication and leadership skills. During my final 
year of my undergraduate degree I had the opportunity to enrol on the Future Leaders 
training programme, this and other extracurricular activities at Loughborough really 
benefitted my development. The lab classes where we had to present the results of 
our research were useful in increasing self-confidence, this is very important for my 
current role where I chair meetings and present complex information on a daily basis. 

DID YOU DO A PLACEMENT? 
Yes, I completed an industrial placement year at Abbott Diabetes Care. My role was 
as a scientist working in an Engineering team, the team was involved in the 
development of a continuous glucose monitoring device. The year in industry gave me 
invaluable experience of working in the pharmaceutical industry. This helped whilst 
job hunting at the start of my career but also with important knowledge about how 
industry is different to academia. I regularly bring the knowledge I learned of process 
and procedures into my current role. 

LOUGHBOROUGH HIGHLIGHTS OUTSIDE COURSE 
I met some great people during my time at Loughborough – two of which went on to 
be the bridesmaids at my wedding.  
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CAROLINE LAMBERT  
BSc Human Biology 2016 

CURRENT JOB 
Research Scientist in Downstream Process Operations 
for Fujifilm Diosynth Biotechnologies. 

I work within a project team planning experiments to support 
the development, evaluation and characterisation of 
processes for the manufacture of novel therapeutic products.  

These experiments primarily focus on protein purification, and processes range from 
laboratory benchtop scale through to large 5000L fermenter manufacturing plant scale. 
This involves the use of techniques such as primary separations (homogenisation, 
depth filtration, clarification), protein purification (chromatography, ultrafiltration), and 
analytical techniques such as gel electrophoresis and spectrometry. In my role I am 
frequently performing different chromatography methods. These include: Anion 
Exchange, Cation Exchange and Size Exclusion. Ultrafiltration/Diafiltration and depth 
filtration methods are commonly used alongside chromatography to improve the 
protein purity across a process. 

WHY THIS AREA? 
I reflected on the topics I enjoyed most during my degree studies and looked for job 
roles related to these subjects. Additionally, I identified my strengths and looked for 
roles where I could use these within my work.  

HOW HAS YOUR DEGREE HELPED? 
At Fujifilm I work on scientific projects both within a team and alone. I began to pick 
up the skills needed to work in a team and alone during my time at Loughborough. 
The skills I developed in research and writing through my coursework and final year 
project now assist me in troubleshooting and writing up experiments. 

My personal tutor at Loughborough provided me with support across the 3 years I was 
at Loughborough with advice spanning from coursework to careers in science. Across 
my final year project during my third year at Loughborough I was well guided by my 
supervisors. They provided me with the confidence and skills to work alone on a 
research project of my own for the first time.  

DID YOU DO A PLACEMENT? 
No 

LOUGHBOROUGH HIGHLIGHTS OUTSIDE COURSE 
I trained with the women's cross country group coached by Bill Foster during my time 
at Loughborough University. Many of the women in the group I'm still friends with and 
continue to enjoy my running with them through training and competition. Bill coached 
me to a number of England mountain running vests during my time at Loughborough 
and helped me achieve times on the track which would allow me to be offered a sports 
scholarship to study for a Masters degree in the USA.  
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LYDIA PANICCIA  
BSc Human Biology 2016 

 

CURRENT JOB 
Clinical Scientist in Audiology, 
Leighton’s Opticians and Hearing Care. 

I see patients to routinely assess hearing 
and ear health and advise and rehabilitate 
patients with hearing aids. Previously 
working with paediatric patients and those 
with balance problems (NHS). 

WHY THIS AREA? 
Luck more than judgement! Before specialising in Audiology, I worked in respiratory 
clinical research and completed a Masters in Physiology. Audiology was a back-up 
plan.  

HOW HAS YOUR DEGREE HELPED? 
My various jobs have all been health and science related so the degree was the 
foundation to all my career moves. It was also what enabled me to take the next step 
academically (Masters in Physiology at Kings College London). 

I recall being very grateful for the strong focus on statistics through the course, when 
later I realised how much more knowledge I had compared to others. 

DID YOU DO A PLACEMENT? 
No 

LOUGHBOROUGH HIGHLIGHTS OUTSIDE COURSE 
Making some fantastic friends and always having Loughborough as part of my history. 
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MEGAN STANLEY  
BSc Human Biology 2019 

CURRENT JOB 
PhD Research Student at Loughborough University. I am 
currently conducting research in global health and nutrition. More 
specifically I am exploring the factors associated with the development of the infant 
gut microbiome in Peru. This research project is part of a wider study currently being 
conducted in Peru which aims to reduce the double burden of malnutrition, specifically 
anaemia and obesity through healthy complementary feeding patterns of infants.  

WHY THIS AREA? 
My passion for research in global health, particularly in low-and middle-income 
countries, was driven by my final year project as part of the degree programme, where 
I considered the impact of natural disasters on infant and young child growth and 
health. The opportunity to complete a project gave me an understanding of the 
processes involved in research, including: working independently to develop my own 
research questions, conducting relevant analysis, and delving into a topic I was 
passionate about, with the support and guidance of an academic supervisor, 
knowledgeable in the area.  

HOW HAS YOUR DEGREE HELPED? 
The teaching in the Human Biology degree programme was of the highest of quality 
and lecturers showed an inspiring enthusiasm for the topics taught. The information 
provided was always current and up-to-date, meaning that I always had a relevant 
understanding of a topic, something I certainly found useful as it made me aware of 
current issues particularly in human health and nutrition.  

DID YOU DO A PLACEMENT? 
I completed a Diploma in International Studies, which involved a studying overseas at 
the University of Western Australia. The ability to undertake a year either in a 
professional work placement or studying overseas is something that I feel truly sets 
Loughborough apart from other Universities and was one of the key reasons I chose 
to study at Loughborough. For me studying at the University of Western Australia was 
an invaluable experience, it allowed me to explore different areas of interest which 
perhaps are not part of the course at Loughborough (in fact it was here that I enrolled 
in a course in global health and my passion for the subject was initially sparked!). I 
was also able to immerse myself into a different culture, make new friends from across 
the world and ultimately become a better global citizen.  

LOUGHBOROUGH HIGHLIGHTS OUTSIDE COURSE 
Loughborough offers many opportunities for students to get involved in activities 
outside of your studies. Personally, I thoroughly enjoyed coaching the MyLifestyle 
Netball sessions, which are free, recreational sessions that are inclusive for all. I also 
enjoyed getting involved with volunteering activities as well as fundraising for charity 
by taking part in a challenging cycle ride from London to Paris. Whilst Loughborough 
is known for its fantastic sporting facilities, there are so many other activities to get 
involved with – there really is something for everyone!   
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ABIGAIL TAPPENDEN  
BSc Human Biology 2018 

 

CURRENT JOB 
Associate Practitioner in Haematology, the Royal 
London Hospital. 

My job role entails performing laboratory procedures such 
as DNA / RNA extractions and various assays in order to aid 
in the diagnosis and/or management of haematological 
malignancies and solid tumours.  

WHY THIS AREA? 
Within the Human Biology BSc, I enjoyed the genetics modules the most, such 
as Human Genetics and Forensic DNA analysis. The rapidly advancing knowledge-
base of genetics and how we can use this to benefit patient care is what has led me 
to work in a diagnostic laboratory.  

HOW HAS YOUR DEGREE HELPED? 
I gained the majority of my basic laboratory skills during the 'wet-labs' I undertook 
within the Human Biology BSc. My third-year project was 'wet-lab' based and this gave 
me an insight of how to organise myself within a laboratory setting, as well as a lot of 
problem solving.  

DID YOU DO A PLACEMENT? 
No, but the Human Biology teaching staff encouraged me to apply for funding for a 6-
week research project related to an area of Human Biology.  

Under the supervision of my genetics lecturer, I spent the summer between my second 
and third year in the laboratory at Loughborough conducting research related to the 
genetics of diabetes. This was an important developmental period where I gained skills 
which benefited me in my third-year project and in my career. 

After graduating, I then opted to complete an MSc in Genomic Medicine 

LOUGHBOROUGH HIGHLIGHTS OUTSIDE COURSE 
My highlight was meeting people from the other side of the UK, other countries all 
together, and some that live down the road - all in the small town of Loughborough. 
We remain very close friends who shared the ups and downs of university life. 
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GEORGE TARPLEY  
BSc Human Biology 2019 

 

CURRENT JOB 
Job title: Graduate Scientific Trainee, Sysmex UK 

The foundations of this role are primarily focused on 
learning and development in the specialist fields of 
haematology and haemostasis within the in-vitro 
diagnostic industry. The role involves secondment to an 
NHS pathology laboratory to enhance and develop 
clinical related knowledge and to become a fully 
qualified biomedical scientist (BMS). The qualifications 
involve supplementary study and scientific portfolios from the institute of biomedical 
science (IBMS) which facilitates HCPC accreditation for safe working practice. Once 
qualified as a competent BMS a short period of time is spent working routinely within 
the laboratory, reviewing patients full blood count results, coagulation studies, cellular 
morphology, haemoglobinopathy screening and blood transfusion all playing a major 
part in patient management and treatment. The role also offers a sense into the private 
sector whereby the role heavily focuses on project management both within and 
outside of the laboratory. Attending scientific conferences and congresses, holding 
educational seminars and webinars for customers and the occasional troubleshooting 
activity. A recent project I managed involved the investigation of haematological 
parameters in virally infected COVID-19 patients and thus the role has huge feedback 
to the research and development departments within Sysmex globally.  

WHY THIS AREA? 
The opportunity arose from chance in an essence but I would’ve never ended up within 
this field if I hadn’t considered a placement year. The placement year prompted me to 
follow a career that fascinates me and thrives on learning and development within the 
workplace.  

HOW HAS YOUR DEGREE HELPED? 
The Human Biology degree provides a broad and in-depth understanding of human 
anatomy, physiology, genetics, biochemistry and the influences on such systems 
through exercise, nutrition and environmental impacts. The knowledge and 
understanding of such intricate systems provides the basis for the job. Through the 
degree program you develop the ability to critically assess journals, experimental 
protocols etc. and this really becomes intricate in the roles of research design and 
project management. Through your final year project this is where you will really 
develop numerous applicable skills such as time management, protocol modifications 
and something not always thought about when you think of scientists but statistical 
analysis. The ability to analyse your own data through statistical analysis not only 
improves the quality of your data but also is resourceful for any company you are 
employed by.  

Each and every lecturer, tutor and mentor at Loughborough University went above 
and beyond in my experience. Whether you have questions regarding lecture material, 
coursework queries or even just general inquiries about a topic the staff always 
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respond informatively and promptly. Again with reference to the final year project, 
personally I feel this was fundamental to my development in research design and 
project management. I was provided with a full scope to design, undertake, analyse 
and report a project within a novel field of breast cancer oncology and exercise 
prescription- even though the clinical information gained from this project is of minor 
relevance to my job role the understanding of ethics, statistical analysis and research 
design are fundamental.  

DID YOU DO A PLACEMENT? 
I completed an industrial placement year at Sysmex UK as a haematology product 
specialist intern. This role solely focused on the private sector introducing me to the 
world of in-vitro diagnostics whereby the role focused on customer education, training 
and trouble shooting. From the initial 12 month placement I was offered an extension 
of 3 months to which I was then offered the Graduate Scientific Trainee post. In this 
position the company then supported me through my final year of university studies.  

I would say the basic introduction to professional working skills, as from personal 
experience I entered placement year as a young naïve student and I feel these were 
the fundamental developments in my working career to date. The important aspects 
of time management, professional relationships, meeting deadlines and focusing on 
output of quality results. An introduction to corporate environments, how to work within 
diverse teams and even how to communicate through different means. All of these 
skills significantly enhance not only enhance a smooth transition into a job role post-
graduation but also the completion of your final year. Final year becomes a breeze if 
you apply the working ethic to your studies.  

LOUGHBOROUGH HIGHLIGHTS OUTSIDE COURSE 
Loughborough University offers a wide range of activities and societies outside of your 
degree program. Personally I always wanted to study at Loughborough University for 
the sporting facilities that it holds, which are World Class. I spent a lot of my time 
(probably not in favour of my academic commitments) training for Powerlifting and 
general fitness. The community within Powerbase is one I have never experienced 
before and have made some life-long friends. Albeit, if you’re not into sport the 
university offers a wide range of societies to participate in.  
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MEGAN WISSON  
BSc Human Biology 2018 

 

CURRENT JOB 
Studying for a Masters in Physiotherapy at Kings 
College London. I am due to graduate at the end of the 
summer and then aim to work as a rotational physiotherapist 
in the NHS.  

A typical postgraduate study day is made up of a variety of theory-based lectures, 
practical sessions and guided self-study. This has included talks from current qualified 
physiotherapists from a variety of sport, clinical and research backgrounds, as well as 
question and answer sessions with patient experts living with long term conditions.  
 
Due to the nature of a physiotherapy role my degree also entails clinical placements 
within the NHS. This involves me working as a student physio as part of a wider team 
in a variety of settings, learning and developing my skills to prepare me to enter the 
working world when I qualify. This allows me to assess and treat patients first hand, 
putting the theory we learn in the classroom into practice.  

WHY THIS AREA? 
It sounds cliché, but I have had an interest in physiotherapy since I left school. I like 
working with people and a day in the life of a physio allows me to do that, whether 
working one to one helping my patients or with a variety of healthcare teams.  
 
 I enjoy learning, so working in a field at the forefront of science that is continually 
changing as new evidence emerges means there is plenty opportunities to grow my 
knowledge and skills. And having the ability to apply my skillset to help my patients 
and their families is a very rewarding experience.  

HOW HAS YOUR DEGREE HELPED? 
Academic skills in searching and critically analysing research as well as my scientific 
writing skills is something my degree at Loughborough honed in on, and I now use 
these everyday whilst studying and will continue to use as I begin my working career.  
Working alongside a variety of students and lecturers throughout my undergraduate 
and now postgraduate degree have allowed me to develop teamwork and listening 
skills. These are skills I have been regularly using on placements and will every day 
when I qualify. Working in healthcare you are exposed to a variety of multidisciplinary 
teams in order to discuss and implement patient management plans. 

Whilst studying at Loughborough I often received constructive feedback on my work. 
This allowed me to develop and grow in a variety of aspects in my work. As a result, 
my writing, presentation and critical analysis skills were at a level to allow me to gain 
a place on a postgraduate level degree. 

Although support was always available whilst studying at Loughborough, the 
independence the lecturers and whole Loughborough family provided you with is what 
has helped me in my career most. This independence allows you to make your own 
decisions with regards to modules you study in your degree, making your experience 
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at Loughborough independent to you. This also allows you to make mistakes which 
you learn and grow from, leading to an all-round confident individual upon graduating. 
This is what, I think, sets university apart from school and helps with the transition from 
student to an employable adult 

DID YOU DO A PLACEMENT? 
In my third year at Loughborough I took a year out to work in industry. Throughout this 
year I worked for the England and Wales Cricket Board as a Medical Intern. This 
involved me working with a variety of the England Cricket teams, particularly in topics 
surrounding concussion, lower back pain and vitamin D. I was able to experience a lot 
of new opportunities, working alongside a variety of stakeholders, visiting different 
cricket grounds, and attending many conferences to present my ideas and research 
findings.  

The main skills I gained from my placement year was my ability to communicate and 
network with a variety of people. This allowed me to create my own opportunities whilst 
on placement, getting involved in projects I otherwise wouldn’t of had a chance to. 
These skills have helped me whilst on student placements as you work for short 
periods of time with different teams of which you have to adapt to quickly. This has 
helped me communicate with patients in a physiotherapy setting, and therefore making 
me better at providing patients with the high level of care they need. Furthermore, this 
has allowed me to meet friends, colleagues and other physiotherapists along the way.  

LOUGHBOROUGH HIGHLIGHTS OUTSIDE COURSE 
The hall rivalry that begins during fresher’s week and continues throughout your time 
at Loughborough. This provided so many fun memories throughout my Loughborough 
experience and allows you to make friends straight away on arrival, a thing many first 
years are apprehensive about when leaving home for the first time.  

Experiencing new opportunities with friends. Loughborough offers a variety of ways 
you can get stuck in, a couple that stand out to me are a skydive, charity London to 
Paris cycle and being able to walk around campus at the weekend and know there will 
be some high-level sport to spectate.   
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